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6 November 2020 

Dear Parents, 
BADGERS Autumn Term 2 – Termly Letter  

Literacy  Key Text: The Highwayman (Narrative poetry).  

Numeracy Fractions, decimals 

Science Electricity 

Computing Internet safety and research (google earth and mapping) - Programming   

Topic Mapping and local area study:  

Art  Journey art: Aboriginal art, symbolic art and use of maps in art 

P.E. Handball and general fitness 

PSHE Celebrating difference 

Forest School  Forest School will be available to both years 5 and 6 – see the timetable on Dojo 

RE What would Jesus do? 

Music Clarinets 
 

Welcome to Term 2. 
 

Following a busy Term 1, we are ready for new topics and the usual busy run up to Christmas. We will need to 
work hard, but despite the fact that Covid-19 may interrupt some of our usual activities, please be assured that 
we will try to make the term as much fun as possible for the children!  
 

We have a renewed focus on reading this term. Our motto is: Learn to read - Read to Learn! You probably will not  
remember a time when the children in Badgers could not read, however we have a focus on the children not only 
decoding fluently, but also  understanding their reading, whether fiction or non-fiction. We will be checking the 
children’s reading records each week, if the children have read five times with an adult and the adult has signed 
the child’s reading record, the children will move up a stage on the reading record. For the children who get 
furthest up the rocket, over the course of the term, their names will go into a hat at the end of term. Two lucky 
winners (one from each year) who are drawn from the hat, will receive a prize book at the end of term.  
 

Our topic this term will be based on mapping, map reading and physical geography; this is closely linked to our art 
topic and in ICT we will use google earth and electronic maps to develop our learning. The children have begun to 
look at maps already – with considerable excitement over finding their own village, street, or house! 
 

P.E. continues to take place on Monday with Mrs Horton; please ensure that (named) P.E. kits remain in school 
each week and that the kit includes a pair of trainers. As the weather gets cooler, tracksuit bottoms and a 
sweatshirt will also become necessary.  
 

Homework will consist of spellings and a maths and English task each week. Please ensure that your child has done 
their best to complete it – good homework habits will be necessary in future years! Times tables are essential as 
a basis for all our maths, so we ask that these be revised at home on a regular basis too - 5 minutes a day could 
make a huge difference! 
 

As always, please come and speak to us if you have any concerns.  
 

Kind regards, 

 
Mrs Newsome and Mrs Simmons 
Badgers Class Teachers 

Making Shining Stars. 

 


